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For a finished book dimensions  Horizontal Format  3 5/8" x 4 1/2" 
  (in this example a signature is two pieces of 90# watercolor paper) 

o paper size 3 1/4" x 8 1/2"  signature dimensions, folds to 3 1/4" x 4 1/4" 
(folios are nested to form signatures) 

o cover paper size  3 5/8"  x 10 1/4"  (to be scored and folded to wrap text) 
(5/8" spine depth is included from sample in cover length x 2+ front flap) 
 

For a finished book dimensions Vertical Format  5 3/4"  x  4 1/4" 
  (in this example a signature is four pieces of drawing paper) 

o paper size 5 1/2"  x 8 1/2"  signature dimensions, folds to 5 1/2"  x 4 1/4" 
(folios are nested to form signatures) 

o cover paper size  5 3/4"  x 12 1/4"  (to be scored and folded to wrap text) 
(5/8" spine depth is included from sample in cover length x 2 + front flap) 

 
For a finished book dimensions Vertical Format  6 1/4"  x 4 3/4" 
  (in this example a signature is four pieces of drawing paper) 

o paper size 6 1/4"  x 8 1/2"  signature dimensions, folds to 6 1/4"  x 4 3/4" 
(folios are nested to form signatures) 

o cover paper size  6 1/4"  x 14"  (to be scored and folded to wrap text) 
(5/8" spine depth is included from sample in cover length x 2+ front flap) 

Paper recommendations: 

Signatures may be a combination of text papers or drawing papers, watercolor paper, 
printmaking papers. Textwove, Mi-Tienties,  

Cover papers need to be heavy weight paper, 140# watercolor, or a thick/heavy weight 
handmade, printmaking paper like BFK or Stonehenge. Card stock is not recommended. 

 

Helpful Supplies to bring:   
  
Bone Folder, Awl or screw punch, cutting matt, Sewing needle/thread, Ruler, Scissors, 
small t-square 

 

 


